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The use of the death penaltyis a divisive issue in modem society. Human
rights organizations protest frequently that the death penalty itself is a crime
against society. Constitutional scholars make arguments that it is cruel and
inhuman.' Various other groups have criticized the accuracy of the system,
which, has of late, prompted action such as the Illinois moratorium3 One area
which has received substantial comment and criticism, is the way in which race
affects the capital punishment system. An article appearing in Wokers Wodd
stated that "it is the super-rich ruling class-whose members never receive death
sentences-that benefits fromthis form of racist repression."4 The NAACP Legal
Defense and Educational Fund has made a persuasive argument that racism is
inherent in the death penalty.' TheA niiicanLawer, in an article focusing on the
problematic capital prosecutions in Danville, Virginia, also criticized the wayrace
* J.D. Candidate, May 2003, Washington &Lee University School of Law, BA, Centre
College.
1. See AmnestyIntemationa, USA: A ,bima. Disainnar Fudie-25 Yar 4fudiS4
JGUgat httpJ/www.eb.amesty.org/ansf/Index/AMR510072002?OpenDocumentrof-
THEMES\DEATH+PENALTY (last visited Feb. 14,2002) (stating that the United States is not
a champion of human rights due to its use of the death penalty); Equal Justice ISA, at
http://www.quixote.org/ej (last visited Feb. 14,2002) (stating that the organizations purpose is "to
build public scrutiny and protest of human rights in the US. legal system abolishing the death
penalty being a top priortW).
2. SexmUyGgg v. Georgia, 428 US. 153,231 (1976) (Brennan J., dissenting) (stating
that "death is today a cruel and unusual punishment"); GAS 428 U.S. at 231 (Marshall, J., dissent-
ing) (stating that "[t]he death penalty, I concluded, is a cruel and unusual punishment").
3. SwKen Armstrong, RyimStvi Daub Pelndrg llinis Fis Stato IlrxseMwatriwnwn
Exeaaim, Q-I.TRIB.,Jan. 31,2000, at C1 (outlining the reasons for the imposition of a moratorium
on the Illinois death penalt).
4. Monica Morehead, Re, Fem Sm, c Goumnyr Rq~w Shn Daob Peady Ra r
WORKERS WORLD, (Sept. 28, 2000), audal &T httpJ/www.workers.org/ww/2000/deathpen
0928.html (last visited Feb. 13, 2002).
5. NAACP Legal Defense and Educational Fund, Inc., Inmt Radsmq dxDae b Peadiy
7he History f de Ddab Peadly n de Unitai State haz be Markai by Raim vnd it at
http://www.igc.org/aficanam/arcives/eh2/factsheet.html (last visited Feb. 13, 2002).
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may impact prosecutors in the system 6 In short, many organizations and
individuals in this country, including former Attorney General, Janet Reno, are
concerned and speaking out about the problems posed by issues of race in the
capital punishment system"
This article will examine and analyze statistical racial disparities in capital
jurisprudence. The analysis will focus on the federal system as well as several
states, including Virginia and Texas. The primary concentration will be on the
role of race and the jury, specifically, the composition of jury pools, stereotypes
of jurors based on race, and the effect of race on the decision to charge a crime
as capital and to seek the death penalty. The body of information available
indicates that race is a significant factor in ultimately determining who receives
a death sentence: African Americans and Hispanics are far more likelyto receive
a death sentence than are white individuals. The majority of studies, reports and
articles support this conclusion. The analysis will show that African Americans
are less likelyto be included in the venire or selected to be on a jury and are more
likelyto be struck from the jurybythe prosecution because of the stereotype that
African Americans are pro-life jurors.8 Furthermore, statistics indicate that
rosecutors tend to seek death more often in cases where an African American
skilled a white thanvice-versa.9 Although, AttorneyGeneral Ashcroft believes
that racism is not the cause of these disparities, other scholars disagree.'0 This
article concludes that the problem stems not from blatant racism, but from
subconscious bias, which has the abilityto infect the system from prosecutorial
discretion to an individual juror's vote.
The capital punishment system can be divided into four parts for this
analysis. Each mayallow racial bias to enter the system. First, the prosecutor has
discretion in how he chooses to proceed against a defendant. Second, if the
venire is not a broad and true cross section of the community, minorities will be
poorlyrepresented. Third, during voir dire, challenges for cause and peremptory
challenges can be used to further reduce minority representation on the jury.
Lastly, the jury that results from the latter two processes can have a significant
impact on whether the jury is inherently biased against the defendant during
sentencing.
6. Nathan Koppel, SdoxiwExeaai, THE AMERIcANLAWYER, Sept. 2001, at 110.
7. Se David A. Vise, Dipaida Furd in U.S. Daoa Pv wPamdm , WASi-L POST, Sept.
13,2000, at A17; Robert L.Jackson, Suw4Find Raial Gap on£etbRou4 L.A. TIMES, Sept. 13,2000,
at A5.
8. Seeb$aPartsll.B-C
9. See biyz Part IIA
10. SBeU.S. DEP'OFJU5tICE, THE FEDERALDEATHPENALTYSYSTEM SUPPLEMENTARY
DATA, ANALYSIS AND REVISED PRwTOCDLS FOR CAPITAL CASE REVIEW, at 1 (2001) (saying "the
cause of this disproportion is not racial or ethnic bias"). But sa g, ANESTY INERNATIONAL,
KILuNGWITHPREJUDICE: RACE AND DEATHPENALTYINTHE LIA, athttp-J/www.amnestyusa.
org/rightsforall/dp/race/index.html (last visited Nov. 16, 2001).
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Several major studies of the capital system at the federal and state levels
have recently been released." In September 2000, the Department of Justice
("D.O.J."), under Attorney General Janet Reno's supervision, released a report
that indicated through disparate numbers a possible major racial problem in the
implementation of the federal capital punishment system? As a result of this
study, a second study was undertaken to ascertain whether the numerical racial
disparities, especially with respect to the men on death row, were a result of
invidious discrimination or unaccounted for random factors." The second study
was released by the D.O.J., under the guidance of Attorney General John
Ashcroft. 4 The study concluded that the disparities were not caused by racial
motivations, but were a result of the higher frequencyof minoritycrime.5 States
have also individuallyundertaken review of their capital punishment systems. In
Virginia, the Joint Legislative Audit and Review Commission ("JLARC") of the
General Assembly undertook to assess the capital system.1 6 It concluded that
race does not play a role in prosecutorial discretion." Conversely, the Texas
Defender Service, a private non-profit organization undertook a review of the
Texas capital system and concluded that racism is apparent at the prosecutorial
discretion stage as well as in the selection of juries. The contradiction between
the studies is interesting, and a comparative analysis of the four studies reveals
that there are significantlytroubling statistical racial disparities in the system. The
only true explanation for the degree to which they are present is a combination
of the factors discussed above, all of which allow racial bias to permeate subtly
the capital system and negatively affect a defendant's prospect of death.
11. See pvnUy U.S. DEP'T OF JusncE, THE FEDERAL DEATH PENALTY SYSTIM A
STATISTICALSURVEY(1988-2000) (2000); US.DEPTOFJUSTCE,THE FEDERALDEATHPENALTY
SYSTEM: SUPPLEMENTARY DATA, ANALYSIS AND REVISED PROTOCOLS FOR CAPITAL CASE
REVIEW (2001); J. LEGIS. AUDIT AND REVIEW COMM'N, REVIEW OF VIRGINIA'S SYSTEM OF
CAPrrALPUNISHMENT(2002); TEXAS DEFENDERSERVICE, ASTATE OF DENIAL TEXASJUSTICE
AND THE DEATH PENALTY, at http'J/www.texasdefender.org/study/stdylitml (last visited Jan.
10, 2002).
12. Se gmadly US. DEPI" OF JusTcE, THE FEDERAL DEATH PENALTY SYSTEM. A
STATISTICAL SURVEY (1988-2000) (2000).
13. U.S. DEPT OF JUSTIcE, THE FEDERAL DEATH PENALTY SYSTEM: SUPPLEMENTARY
DATA, ANALYSIS AND REVISED PRTOCDLS FOR CAPITAL CASE REVIEW (2001).
14. Id
15. Sa vyUS.DEProFJMCE," note 10.
16. SseerImyJ. LEGIS. AUDIT AND REVIEW COMMN, REVIEWOF VIRGINIA'S SYSTEM OF
CAPITAL PUNISHMENT (2002) (reviewing and analyzing accumulated data on the Virginia capital
system in three primary areas: prosecutorial discretion, judicial review, and executive clemency).
17. Id
18. Sw ami2yTEXAS DEFENDERSERVICE, ASTATE OF DENIAL TExASJus-cE AND ThE
DEATHPENALTY, at http://www.texasdefender.org/stdy/study.html (last visited Jan. 10, 2002).
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II. Stage f the CGpiWl Sdm in Wi& Bias May Irevfe
A. Czgand Saing Da& : rmcal Disaawn
By law, the prosecutor has discretion in choosing who is going to be
charged, and how that person will be charged. In Virginia, a defendant maybe
charged with capital murder only under Code Section 18.2-31.'9 A significant
number of murders could potentially fall under the statute and thus be charged
as capital murders. However, it is up to the prosecutor in the jurisdiction to
decide to charge capitallyand then to decide whether death will be sought. Thus,
if a prosecutor does not believe that death is warranted for a particular defendant,
he may charge him with a lesser murder or manslaughter offense. At this stage,
racial bias has the opportunity to infect the capital system.2 A prosecutor
motivated by racism could choose to seek death for all possible black defendants
while only seeking death in the most heinous murders committed by white
defendants. Another possibility is that the prosecutor could be motivated by a
racist electorate which pushes for capital convictions when an African American
kills a white community member. Thus, racial bias from a variety of sources can
permeate the capital system at this early stage.
Similarly, in the federal system, United States Attorneys have discretion,
although by Department of Justice policy they must seek approval from the
Attorney General before they may proceed.2' Crimes warranting the federal
death penalty are detailed in Tide 18 of the United States Code at S 1111 and
3591-3598 and in S 848 of Title 21.' Thus, at the federal and state levels (using
Virginia as an example in this case), prosecutors have a great deal of independ-
ence and discretion in determining who will be charged with a capital crime and
also face the death penalty,
The Department of Justice ("D.O.J.") report issued in September of 2000
was a largely numerical study of decisions to seek death, approval of that deci-
sion, and sentences imposed after approval." The bulk of the survey is com-
prised of charts and graphs detailing the breakdown of the various subjects
addressed. Importantly, the surveyfocuses on race and how it statisticallybreaks
19. SeeVA. CODE ANN. S 18.2-31 (MfchieSupp. 2001) (allowing capitalmurderto be charged
under one of twelve subparts for murder in connection with abduction, robbery, rape, sodomy, the
killing of another in the same act, the killing of another within three years, certain drug offenses, as
well as killing for hire, killing by a prisoner, killing a law enforcement officer, killing a child under
fourteen, and killing a pregnant worman in order to kill the fetus).
20. Prior to the decision to charge, the police also have discretion on the street in who they
choose to arrest and cite with criminal violations.
21. See US. DEP'T OF JLsnlE, sura note 10, at 4.
22. 18 US.C SS 1111, 3591-3598 (Supp. V. 1999) (defining murder in the fust degree and
describi the requiemnts for * ostion of death sentence); 21 U.S.C S 848(e) (1994) (defining
the so-called kingpin" murders, wereinadeathsentence mayresultfromordering, conm-ding
procurng, or causing a lolling).
23. US. DEP'T. OF JusTIcE, s" note 12, at 34.
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down within the system 2. The study divides the analysis between two time
periods: first, pre-protocol 1988-1994 and second, post protocol 1995-2000.2"
During the pre-protocol period, D.O.J. policy only required the submission of
cases in which the United States Attomneywished to seek the death penalty.26 In
1995, the "death penalty'protocol'" was instituted which requires the submission
of all cases in which the defendant is charged with a crime that makes the defen-
dant death eligible.27 During the pre-protocol period, seventy-five percent of the
cases submitted to the Attorney General's office for approval involved African
American defendants, while only thirteen percent of the cases involved white
defendants. 28 In the post-protocol period there was still a large disparitybetween
the two groups: fortyeight percent of the cases involved African Americans
while onlytwenty percent involved whites.29 This disparity raises the question
of the effect of the race of the defendant on prosecutorial discretion. The survey
aptly points out that the protocol now in place "does not require United States
Attorneys to submit to the AttomeyGeneral alpotentiallycapital-eligible defen-
dants."30 Excluded from the statistics are cases in which prosecution was de-
ferred to the state level, a lesser offense was charged, or a plea agreement was
made.
3'
The disparity in the numbers could come from several sources. First,
African Americans could commit crimes at almost two and one half times the
rate of whites. ' 2 A second possible reason for this disparity is that white defen-
dants more frequently receive the benefit of plea bargains or the prosecutor's
decision to charge with a lesser offense. 3 The survey hs no data on this infor-
mation. It does however, have information on pleas given after the death notices
were given in the cases. The numbers for plea agreements in both periods
suggest that race could be a motivating factor in determining who is given the
opportunityto plead guilty and thus avoid a death sentence. In the pre-protocol
era, forty-three percent of the white defendants received pleas in contrast to
twenty-nine percent of the African American defendants; in the post-protocol
period fortyeight percent of whites and twenty-five percent of African Ameri-
cans received the benefit of a plea.34
24. Id
25. Id at 5.
26. Id
27. Id
28. Id at 9.
29. Id
30. Id at 12.
31. Id
32. Id at 9. Using onlythe post-protocol numbers thereVere 134 white defendants and 324
black defendants resulting in a ratio of 2.47:1. Id
33. Id at 32-36.
34. Id at 33-34.
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While the numbers in the survey alone indicate a racial incongruity, the
release of the surveysparked a debate." With the release of the report, Attorney
General Reno. stated, "The survey today finds that minorities are over-repre-
sented in the federal death penalty system, as both victims and defendants,
relative to the general population." One article in the wake of the study's
release commented:
Questions about the role of race in the imposition of the death penalty
have been an endurng source of controversy, with many civil rights
leaders ... expressing suspicions that subtle influences or outrht
discrimination lead the justice system to place a lower value on tie
lives of blackdefendants and victims. Surveys consistentlyshownmuch
lower levels of support for the death penaltyamong blac" than within
other racial groups.
Other commentators referred to the survey results as "the worst sort of racial
profiling," and that "[n]o state.. . has produced such a racially lopsided death
sentencing record as has the federal government."3 These responses to the
report prompted Attorney General Reno to request further studyto determine
the source of the disparities." Notably, another analysis was made in the wake
of the report: "Ms. Reno's review process has reduced the apparent bias."° The
numbers in the report show that the ratios between whites and non-whites
narrowed to a degree, however a "reduction" in apparent bias is not good enough
when death is at stake.'4
On June 6, 2001, the supplemental data report was issued by the D.OJ.J2
The report suggested that no invidious discrimination has occurred in the
imposition of the federal death penalty. ' The first major analysis of the study
looked at the system itself, with the result that "the administrative procedures
that currently govern federal capital cases incorporate extensive safeguards
against any influence of racial or ethnic bias."" The report places great reliance
35. Sm eg, Vise, supm note 7; Jackson, s"pa note 7.
36. BeverlyLumpln&GeraldneSealeptSDaebPem4lyD ABNE.$.O:
JoticeRqxmton Det PankySbow Bi, at ltp://myabcnews.go.om/sections/lusDailyNews
/feddeathpenaky000912.hunl (Qast visited Jan. 10, 2002).
37. Mike Doming, Rmo Wn'tDday U.S. Exwaimu Reot Desih W*RadaDi pvin, Q-I.
TRIB., Sept. 13,2000, at Ni.
38. Marc Lacey&Raymond BonnerRev Tmd, dbyDabPeSriyStic, N.Y. TIMES, Sept.
12, 2000, at http'J/www.deathpenakyinfo.org/NYT-Rnoamnl (last visited Nov. 16,2001).
39. GregoryD. Stanford,Ra 4DipityonLhebRow$/ai /71mwsn' JweforA/1 M1LWAU
KEE J. SENT., Sept. 17, 2000, at J4.
40. Raymond Bonner &Marc Lacey, PateD'pvris FcwdindeFa2DLatbP&t N.Y.
TMEs, Sept. 12, 2000, at httpJ/www.deathpenayinfo.oxg/NYr-FedDP.htmL
41. See US. DEP" OF J~n~CE, spra note 12, at 358 tbL24-1, 359-61 tbL24-2.
42. S-e md~yUS. DEP'OFJLST ,supranote 10.
43. Id
44. Id at 5.
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on the fact that a "prosecutor is constitutionally prohibited from engaging in
discrimination," and if a potential juror is biased, "defense counsel can challenge
the person 'for cause,' and the court will exclude the person from the jury."4
These lofty ideals are not necessarily effective in practice. The State is constitu-
tionally prohibited from acting in a discriminatory manner in a variety of areas;
these prohibitions, however, have not been enough to stop the behavior com-
pletely.' Furthermore, what juror would be willing to admit in open court that
he is biased against one group or another? Thus, the report's stress on safe-
guards dearly ignores reality &
The 2001 report next addresses the studies instituted after the first survey
of the system. 7 Due to great complexity and time, the D.O.J. decided not to
pursue external sources of research in order to obtain a comprehensive under-
standing of the statistics in the system' However, the D.OJ. did endeavor to
study the cases omitted bythe first study, which included cases that could have
been charged capitally but were not. 9 This additional data enlarged the total
number of defendants to 973, seventeen percent of whom were white and forty-
two percent were African American.-' The report concludes that the disparity
in these numbers is a result of African Americans' propensities to commit the
certain types of crimes which are more likely to be charged at the federal level
rather than the state level, and African Americans commit those crimes in
geographic areas which focus more heavily on these specific crimes."2 The
numbers are also justified under the theory that the geographical disparity in
prosecutions is natural because "[o]ther districts maynot prioritize such prosecu-
tions to the same degree because (for example) drugs are generally less of a
problem in their areas."' When a death sentence is the result of certain crimes,
the frequencywith which those crimes appear in a comnunityshould not be the
determinative factor as to whether a person receives a death sentence. While
there may be fewer prosecutions in one jurisdiction because that region faces
fewer capital crimes each year, there is no explanation for some jurisdictions
having zero prosecutions and others having sixty~six." This geographic disparity
may not be discriminatory, but the uneven application of the death penalty,
45. Idat6.
46. Se Cole, im note 110.
47. US. DEP'TrOF JLUSCE, s" note 10, at 10.
48. Idat9.
49. Id at 10.
50. Id
51. Id at ll.
52. , at 16.
53. l at 12-13. In explaining why the docket of the United States District Court for the
Eastern District of V'uginia has a high number of capital prosecutions the report lists numerous




wherein someone receives a greater penalty solely because of the location the
crime is committed, is disquieting and does not rule out possible prejudice.
Lastly, the study looked at plea agreement proportionality by comparing
favorably treated cases with cases treated unfavorably.' The study considered
a case as being treated favorablyif the defendant was offered a plea and accepted
it and included both pleas for reduced sentences and reduced charges."5 The
report criticizes the inference of bias byasserting that non-invidious causes must
be excluded before bias can be assumed.' Furthermore, the study combines all
non-capital treatment of cases at every stage and concludes that eighty-one
percent of African Americans receive favorable treatment during the entirety of
the process as compared to only seventy-four percent of the white defendants."s
Despite the report concluding that bias did not exist, the protocol system
was subsequently modified."s Review bythe D.O.J. is now somewhat expanded
in that U.S. Attorneys must submit an evaluation form in cases that could be
charged as a capital offense. 9 Thus, as of June 6, 2001, the federal system has
declared itself free of racial bias, at least in the area of prosecutorial discretion.
Similarly, the Commonwealth of Virginia conducted a self-analysis and
concluded that race was not a factor in the prosecutorial decision to make a case
capital.' The Joint Legislative Audit and Review Commission ("JLARC') began
a study of Virginia's capital scheme in November of 2000, in part because of
"serious complaints ... that the system is racially biased, systematicallyexposing
black persons who are arrested for capital murder to the death penalty in larger
percentages than their white counterparts. 61 The study emphatically found to
the contrary. "The findings clearlyindicate that local prosecutors do not base
the decision of whether to seek the death penalty in capital-eligible cases on the
race of the defendant or the race of the victim"' The study, which focused on
crimes committed between 1995 and 1999, found that eighty-nine percent of
white defendants who committed a crime eligible for a capital prosecution were
indicted for capital murder while onlyseventy-two percent of African American
defendants were sinilarlyindicted. 6' Further, once a defendant was indicted, the
prosecutor sought death against forty-seven percent of the white defendants but
only thirtypercent of the African American defendants.' These statistics seem
54. Id at 16-18.
55. Id at 17.
56. Id
57. Id at 18.
58. Id
59. Id at 19.
60. Se m/yJ. LEGIS. AUDIT AND REVIEW COMM'N, s"m note 16.
61. Id at I.
62. Id at 27.
63. Id at 33 fig.12.
64. Id at 41 fig.16.
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to prove that racial bias did not affect prosecutorial discretion, but it must be
noted that there were 129 African American defendants while there were only 85
white defendants who were eligible for a capital indictment.5
While the study concludes that the race of the victim does not play a role in
the prosecutor's decision-making process, this conclusion must be scrutinized
more carefully. After declaring that race has no role, the commission states:
"Defendants who murdered white victims were also more likely to be indicted
for capital murder and face prosecution than are [sic] defendants who murdered
black victims."" The raw numbers show that in seventy percent of the cases in
which the prosecutor sought the death penalty, at least one victim was white.
These numbers indicate that while prosecutorial discretion may not be biased in
terms of the defendant's race, it maybe biased in terms of the victim's race. This
idea is advanced bythe study's revelation that "Connmonwealth's Attorneys from
high-density areas stated that in deciding whether to seek a capital murder
indictment, they are influenced bythe nature of the victim... defendants who
are charged with a capital-eligible murder involving victims with whom juries are
likely to sympathize will usually be indicted for capital murder." 68 The commis-
sion found the evidence about race of the victim "not [to be] statistically signifi-
cant and therefore-. . . [not to] be treated as a reliable predictor of whether a
prosecutor will seek the death penalty."69 The study conduded that instead of
race being the statistically significant factor, it was the victim's character that
created the statistical difference because "data.. . revealed that black victims in
death-eligible cases were more likely to be involved in illegal activities" and thus
were not victims who would garner sympathy with the jury.' This conclusion
raises one question: whywould the victim's sympathy factor so closelyparallel
the victim's race? One possibility is that juries are primarily white and thus
sympathize with a white victim on a more personal level." A second viable
theoryis that factors an average juror would not find sympathetic are more likely
to be present in the minority community. For instance, because crack cocaine
more predominately affects the African American community, a crack deal gone
wrong, resulting in a murder, is more likely to involve an African American
victim than a white victimn Therefore, while prosecutors may not be basing
their decisions on race, the fact that jurors are basing their decisions on factors
65. Id
66. Id at 28.
67. Id at 37 fig.13 (noting that there are possibly high error rates).
68. Idat32.
69. Id at 43.
70. Id
71. SeJolinson, iira note 83.
72. Se David A. Sklansky, CbGai, Rate xriEqwa Pmfmm, 47 STAN. L. REV. 1283, 1289




that are closely associated to race is troubling and further investigation needs to
be undertaken to determine the reasons for this result.
B. The Vm~e
Racial bias can also permeate the capital system bythe method in which the
venire is called. The Sixth Amendment to the Constitution provides that "[i]n
all criminal prosecutions, the accused shall enjoythe right to a speedy and public
trial, by an impartial jury of the State and district wherein the crime shall have
been previously ascertained bylaw."" In TaJor Lcuisiard4 the Supreme Court
extended this to the venire: "[Tihe selection of a petit juryfrom a representative
cross section of the community is an essential component of the Sixth Amend-
ment right to a jurytrial."71 Federal law provides the means bywhich the venire
lists are to be created and jurors selected. 6 Virginia law similarly prescribes that
lists be drawn at random, include the names, addresses and occupations of the
inhabitants of the community, and also allows for objections.7  The possible race
problems are not immediately apparent from these statutes.
The problems are revealed however, with the manner by which the total
pool of potential jurors is actually gathered. In the Western District of Virginia,
for example, the plan adopted by the court requires the clerk solely to use the
voter registration lists for the venire." While in some geographic regions, the
population as a whole may be adequately represented by the registered voting
population, recent voter registration statistics released by the Census Bureau
show that only sixty-two percent of voting age adults were registered in 1998."9
While approximately sixty-eight percent of whites are registered to vote, only
sixty-one percent of blacks, twenty-nine percent of Asians, and thirty-four
percent of H-ispanics are registered."0 The 2000 census revealed that there are
approximately 273 million people in the United States and 212 million are
73. US. CotT. amend. VI.
74. 419 US. 522 (1975).
75. Taylor v. Louisiana, 419 U.S. 522, 528 (1975).
76. See 28 US.C SS 1861, 1862, 1867 (1994) (mandating that juries be "selected at random
from a fair cross section of the communityin the district or division where in the court convenes,"
that under S 1862 no citizen shall be excluded on account of race, and under S 1867 the processes
by which the venire was compiled maybe challenged).
77. See VA. CODE ANN. SS 8.01-343 to -352 (vfichie 2000) (requiring appointment of
commissioners to compile potential jury lists and to select jurors at random).
78. USD.C WD. VA. PLAN 28 (2001) (requiring that in selecting a jury pool the clerk use
voter registration lists because [voter registration lists represent a fair cross section of the persons
residing in the community").
79. US. CENSS BUREAU, VOTING AND REGISTRATION IN THE ELECnONOF NOVEMBER





white.8' Thus, the fact that a greater number of white individuals live in the
United States combined with the fact that a greater number of those white
individuals register to vote naturally skews jury pools compiled from voter
registration in favor of white jurors. Furthermore, minorities are more likely to
be excluded because of eligibility requirements, for example felony convictions
are more prominent in the African American community (possibly because of
race based enforcement of the laws) and thus a greater percentage of African
Americans are ineligible to register to vote." Therefore, if the initial list used by
the clerk to develop a venire list is not a fair cross-section, the actual venire and
eventual jury has little chance of being a fair cross-section. In this way, minority
groups who may be under-represented on the lists from which the venire is
drawn will be under-represented in the venire. While this article does not argue
that one race cannot be fair to another, there is evidence that a juror is more
likelyto be sympathetic to a defendant with whom he can identify.83 Thus, an all
white jury is less likely to contain a juror who is sympathetic to an African
American defendant and the juryis more likelyto impose the death penalty out
of fear or racial bias.
A recent expose on the city of Danville, Virginia, highlights the operation
of this problem in the capital system.84 Most glaring is the fact that "only black
men have been sentenced to death in Danville.""3 The article goes further to
reveal that this number is extremely disproportionate to the population of the
cityand can be linked with sub-par representation of African Americans on juries
because of "underrepresent[ation] on the town's voting lists.""' Virginia has also
received criticism about racial bias invading the capital system from the American
Cvil Liberties Union ("ACLU")." The report released bythe ACLU in 2000,
was critical of Virginia's system and its arbitrariness.8" Bias towards the race of
the victim was the main focus of the study which found that while forty-one
81. U.S. C.Ius BUREAUPROFaE OF GENRALDEMOGRAPHIC iARACERISTICS: 2000,
at QT-01, a http://factfinder.census.gov/servlet/QTrable?ds (last visited Feb. 14, 2002).
82. SwJohnJ. Donahue, III &Steven D. Levitt, TxIna qfa cwnPadigdArs, 44
J. L. &ECON. 367,367 (2001) (stating that African Americans onlycomprise 12% of the population
but 44% of the felony conviction population).
83. SeeSheriLynnJohnson, Black hI ar mt/x Whitejwr, 83 MI -L REV. 1611,1625-34
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percent of the victims of capital crimes were African American, only twenty
percent of the death sentences imposed were for the murder of an African
American. 9 Vrginia thus, seems to have a problem, not of invidious discrimina-
tion wherein only African Americans are prosecuted, but a covert bias in that
jurors tend to sympathize more with white victims rather than non-white victims.
This conclusion is harmonious with JLARCs appraisal. This bias could be a
result of juries being predominately white combined with the fact that a white
identifies more with a fellow white.
C Vair Dire
Jurors may be struck for cause by the court and in a capital case cause is
often found in the juror's personal views on capital punishment. In 1968, the
Supreme Court held in Wdnpoo ' Ivlir ' that pursuant to the Sixth and
Fourteenth Amendments, a juror maynot be excluded "for cause simplybecause
they voiced general objections to the death penalty or expressed conscientious
or religious scruples against its infliction."9' Thus, the State could not strike a
juror for cause simply because he was more prone to vote for life. 2 This ruling
was later modified by W nwi!t v Wia, and Moigm v I//ixis.94 In WA, the
Court held that the appropriate standard for excusing a juror for cause "is
whether the juror's views would 'prevent or substantiallyiznpair the performance
of his duties as a juror in accordance with his instructions and his oath."' In
Magz, the Court held that a defendant had the right to question jurors directly
about their views on imposing death because a juror who would automatically
vote for imposing a death sentence must be excluded from the juryto ensure a
fair and impartial verdict and sentence.'
Constitutionally, a fair and impartial jury is requiredY However, a jury
which represents a fair cross-section of the community is also constitutionally
required. These two guarantees come into tension when views on capital
punishment are statisticallylinked to communitysubsets. Race as it is linked to
views on the death penalty may work to exclude jurors. In a survey conducted
89. Id at32.
90. 391 US. 510 (1968).
91. Witherspoon v. Illinois, 391 US. 510, 521-22 (1968) (holding that a juror may not be
excluded for cause based only on general objections to the death penalt.
92. Id
93. 469 US. 412 (1985).
94. Wainwright v. Witt, 469 US. 412, 424 (1985) (holding that the standard for excluding a
juror for cause is if the juror could not followthe oath); Morgan v. Illinois, 504 US. 719, 735 (1992)
(holding that the defendant may directly question jurors about their views on the death penalty).
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96. Monv 504 US. at 735.
97. U.S. CONST. amend. VI.
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in 1996, only fifty, three percent of black females supported the death penalty as
compared with their white counterparts of whom seventy-six percent supported
the death penalty. Similarly, eighty-ive percent of white males were in favor of
the death penaltywhile onlysixty-seven percent of African American males were
in support."° A Gallup poll released in late 2000, only four years later, shows
that the views of whites and non-whites are even further divided: seventy-two
percent of whites support the death penaltywhile onlyfortrtwo percent of non-
whites support capital punishment. '1 Thus, when less than half of minorities
support capital punishment, minorities as a group are very likely to be struck
from a capital jury for cause because they are life jurors. This only exacerbates
the problems which begin with under-representation on lists used to compose
the venire. This result is not the cause of invidious discrimination, but it may
allow race to enter the capital system by requiring minoritydefendants to face all
white juries. Those jurors may vote for death because the individual either
generally favors the death penalty or suffers from unconscious racism.
Such facets of the system are shown to be problems in cases such as Ya=s
v (a,, .102 Ronald Dale Yeatts ("Yeatts") was convicted of capital
murder in conjunction with a robbery and sentenced to death based on the future
dangerousness predicate.0 3 During voir dire, the Commonwealth had nine
potential jurors struck for cause based on the fact that they were opposed to the
death penalty."° All nine jurors were African American, as was Yeatts.0 s On
appeal the Supreme Court of Virginia upheld the strikes for cause because "the
record containfed] no hint of racial discrimination in their exclusion.""° Thus,
Yeatts faced a jury with significantly fewer African Americans, not necessarilyas
a result of bias, but as a result of the correlation between race and views on
capital punishment. Extending this idea, even if there is no bias in the system,
all capital defendants are unlikely to face a jury which is a true cross-section of
the community. Furthermore, an African American is more likelyto face a jury
which will be more prone to sentence him to death on the future dangerousness
predicate out of subconscious fears based on his race.
After strikes for cause have been made, potentially striking most of the
African American jurors, defense counsel and the Government exercise the use
99. THE NATIONAL OPINION RESEARCH CENMER, RACE AND GENDER BY ATTODES
TOwARD CAPITALPuSHuENT,at http-J/www.trinty.edu/ -mkear1/cappunjpg (last visited Nov.
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of peremptory strikes. Under the Federal system, each side in a capital case is
entitled to twenty peremptorychallenges. 107 In the Virginia system, there are no
additional strikes for a capital case: "[Tjwelve persons from a panel of twenty
shall constitute a jury in a felony case," thus each side gets four strikes.'
However, neither the government nor the defendant may use the peremptory
challenges on the sole basis of a prospective juror's race." When an objection
is made to the opposing counsel's use of a challenge on Batson grounds, counsel
must provide a non-discriminatory reason.' 0 The effectiveness of these rules in
practice have little strength.' A crafty prosecutor could strike every African
American juror and have a valid, race-neutral reason for the court. Likewise,
defense counsel for a white murderer of an African American, could just as easily
strike all African American jurors and have a non-invidious reason for doing so.
Thus, while the United States Supreme Court has attempted to establish princi-
ples to eliminate the consideration of race from jury selection with cases such as
Batson, it is not dear that these principles are entirely effective, or effective at all,
in preventing racially motivated peremptory strikes.
Gallup polls detailing minority groups' views are available to the public in
a wide varietyof sources and are thus available to prosecutors who select juries." 2
If a prosecutor has no greater information by which to decide which jurors to
strike, why would he not strike the jurors who are statistically more likelyto be
in favor of life imprisonment? The facts indicate that this practice is followed in
many capital and non-capital cases.
The Texas studyfound exactlythis problem. Examining the use of peremp-
tory strikes to exclude African American jurors, the study found both a deeply
rooted history of the practice, and modem practitioners admitting to the contin-
ued use of race based peremptory strikes." Further, the study found that the
Supreme Court's seeminglypivotal decision in Batsonhas onlyeffected a reversal
in one case over a fifteen year span."4
Other jurisdictions are plagued bythe same problem. In 1997, a tape was
released to the public which showed that a Philadelphia prosecutor had systemat-
icallyviolated Batso, and instructed others to do the same." The tape was of
107. FED. R. CRM. P. 24.
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an Assistant District Attorney lecturing young prosecutors on jury selection in
which he told them that "young black women are very bad" and "blacks from
low-income areas are less likely to convict."" 6 The release of this information
has generated petitioners seeking relief under Batson."' The majority of these
cases have been found to be procedurally defaulted and thus, whether prosecu-
tors were unconstitutionally excluding jurors based on race has not been fully
addressed."'8 Philadelphia is not the onlyjurisdiction plagued by blatant racism
on the part of prosecutors in their use of peremptory strikes.
In 1995, the United States Court of Appeals for the Eleventh Qrcuit dealt
precisely with this issue. Injadeson v H * ' the Eleventh Grcuit reversed a
district court finding that the prosecution had unconstiutionallystruck all of the
potential black jurors.' 20 The district court found that "[tihe standard operating
procedure of the Tuscaloosa CountyDistrict Attorney's Office... was to use the
peremptorychallenges to strike as manyblacks as possible from the venires" and
the "prosecutors also manipulated the trial docket in their effort to preserve the
racial purity of criminal juries.""' Furthermore, the prosecutor testified to his
reasons for striking African American potential jurors: "[Bilack people were less
receptive to a state's case .. and would be less likely to give the State a fair
trial."" Jackson's racial claim was premised on an ineffective assistance claim
which the court found wasprocedurallybarred because she "fail[ed] to showthat
her counsel's deficient performance [in not objecting to the prosecutor's use of
peremptory strikes] prejudiced her defense."' Thus, while the court admitted
that there were blatant constitutional violations in the selection of the jury that
convictedJackson, the result was not harmful. This decision raises two problems
with peremptorystrikes: (1) theymaybe used in a race conscious manner, and
(2) race based use is not readily reviewed and reversed.
The dramatic effect of combining strikes for cause and peremptory strikes
is a narrowing function, especially when the original venire was drawn from a
TIMES, Apr. 10, 1997, at A14.
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skewed list. Gray v Cawmnzwrml 24 illustrates this point.' Coleman Wayne
Gray was convicted and sentenced to death by an all white jury.26 The venire
called consisted of thirtrythree whites and ten African Americans."" Of these
forty, three, thirty six underwent voir dire, onlyeight of these possible jurors were
African American. 28 Six of the eight African Americans were struck for cause
"because each voiced unequivocal objections to the imposition of the death
penalty."' The remaining two African Americans were struck by the defense
and the Commonwealth respectively." Gray's counsel struckjuror Holt because
his father had been the victim of a similar crime.' The Commonwealth did not
give a reason for its strike."2 On appeal, the Supreme Court of Virginia upheld
all of the strikes.' The court held that the strikes for cause were proper because
the jurors "could not applythe laws of the Commonwealth."" Furthermore, the
court disregarded Gray's argument "that because of the views blacks purportedly
hold respecting imposition of the death penalty, their exclusion" violated Batson
because "Graypresented no empirical data supporting his conclusion that blacks
as a group oppose the death penalty.""' The court upheld the Commonwealth's
peremptory strike because Grays counsel failed to object properly and the juror
gave inconsistent responses about his abilities to impose death."4 The way in
which Gray's jury resulted in being all white is a prime example of the way the
mechanisms of the system in combination result in siphoning out all minority
jurors.
D. Raal Biz in the Seamner Phse
Racial bias can also playa devastating role during capital sentencing. At this
point, any individual juror's bias, or the bias of the jury as a whole, may affect a
defendant's sentence. An all white jurymayreact differentlyto a white defendant
than to a Hispanic defendant.' Similarly, a predominately African American
jury maybe predisposed to impose life, while a predominately white jurymaybe
124. 356 S.E2d 157 (Va. 1987).
125. Gray v. Commonwealth, 356 S.E.2d 157 (Va. 1987).
126. Id at 160, 169-70.
127. Id at 168.
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more predisposed to impose death."8 Thus, if as discussed above, the problems
that can arise in the venire and voir dire, do arise, a biased jury could easily be
empaneled to decide a defendant's fate. This bias could result in unfair dispari-
ties in the imposition of the death penalty, which have the effect of taking one
individual's life while sparing the similarly situated individual
The first D.O.J. report also contains some data on trial and sentencing. For
all cases between 1988 and 2000, eight white defendants and fourteen African
American defendants were sentenced to death.139 While the survey does not
make mention of the jury composition, it does break down the victims' and
defendants' races."" Of all defendants sentenced to death by a jury, six of the
twenty-six, or twenty-three percent, were black defendants who killed white
victims.1 Only one defendant, Timothy McVeigh, was a white defendant who
killed a victim of another race. 42 These facts suggest, but do not prove, that
federal juries maybe operating on the presumption that when a white kills a non-
white, the crime does not warrant the death penalty as it does when an African
American kills a white victim.
A study conducted on the capital system in Texas also reveals disparities.143
Racial bias was found to have infected prosecutorial discretion, juryselection, and
sentencing.'" Using one countyas a sample for the time period of 1995 to 1999,
the studyfound that while thirty- one peitent of the homicides were against non-
white victims, not a single death sentence was imposed, and onlytwo of ffty-five
cases for the death of a non-white were tried as compared with ninetypercent of
the cases where the victim was white.4 Not only does sociological evidence
indicate that a white jurymaybe inherentlybiased against a black defendant, the
study found specific instances in which prosecutors encouraged racial stereotyp-
ing to promote a finding of future dangerousness.'" Interestingly the study
concludes that the racism in the system is not a result of invidious hateful
behavior, but instead stems from the fact that "racism is imbedded in the very
fabric of our social relations, informing both consciously and unconsciously."'
As this conclusion aptly points out, racial bias can permeate the system
through individual jurors who may be outwardly racist or, as is more likely the
case, unconsciously so. The sentencing phase of a capital trial is essentially the
138. See Cauml, s"~m note 101.
139. SirUS. DEP 'rOFJuT cE, stz note 12, at 358 tbl24-1.
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weighing of factors with the end goal of deciding on life or death. What makes
a juror decide in one way or another can depend on personal feelings of the
individual juror. whether the individual finds the crime in question to be particu-
larlyvile, or whether the individual finds that the defendant was a byproduct of
a miserable childhood. Just as these non-discriminatory reasons may influence
an individual juror's vote, unidentifiable discriminatory reasons may influence a
death sentence. These subtle influences begin with the basic statistics that whites
on average are more favorable towards the death penalty than are minorities. 4
If an all white juryis empaneled it is more likelythan not that the majorityon the
panel have favorable attitudes towards the death penalty and thus may not
scrutinize the State's case as closely as would a juror who was concerned with the
use of capital punishment. Extending this argument, to achieve an impartial jury
that would staunchly apply law to fact, the system should select, and not dismiss
jurors who question the death penalty and would truly hold the State to its
burden of proving that death is warranted.
The United States Supreme Court recognized the viabilityof jurors harbor-
ing racism in its decision in Turmr v Murray."9 The Court specifically stated:
"Because of the range of discretion entrusted to a jury in a capital sentencing
hearing there is a unique opportunity for racial prejudice to operate but remain
undetected.., a juror who believes that blacks are violence prone or morally
inferior might well be influenced bythat belief.""s The Court thus held "that a
capital defendant accused of an interracial crime is entitled to have prospective
jurors informed of the race of the victim and questioned on the issue of racial
bias."'
The conclusion that race plays a factor in the sentence of death does not
seem inaccurate when returning to the data for convicted defendants awaiting
death. There is a numerical disparity. The federal government's death row is
eightyseven percent minority.5 2 Furthermore, of the defendants executed in the




The first step to ensure that racism is not afflicting prosecutorial discretion
is a self-study like that conducted by the D.O.J. and Virginia. While JLARC
concluded that race was not a problem for prosecutors in Virginia, the D.OJ.
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found numerical disparities and instituted a more probing studyand modified its
protocol. This further study and alteration of the system by the D.OJ. is a
model of how every state that uses capital punishment should operate. Despite
this progressive step, more needs to be done to ensure uniformityin the applica-
tion of capital punishment."s The D.OJ. clearly needs to institute an overall
review process wherein every single death eligible case is submitted for review.
Monitoring who is offered plea bargains or charged with a lesser offense must
be done. The Attorney General and State Attorneys General can then make
some form of uniform policy in order to govern how like cases are treated. It
would not be difficult to conduct something of a proportionality review prior to
charging. Heads of state legal systems could easily issue protocol which dictate
a review of other cases and how they were tried, pleaded, or dealt with and then
require uniform treatment of like cases or a review if different treatment is
desired in a particular case. Our system of capital punishment will continue to
appear arbitrary and unfair until consistency is achieved.
The problems arising in the selection of the venire could also be altered in
order to avoid the inadvertent racial problems that it creates. Clerks should,
instead of using onlythe voter registration lists, use a combination of several lists.
The voter registration list is a good starting point, but if public assistance lists and
water and electric subscriber lists are all used in combination, the ultimate venire
list maystill not be perfect, but it will be much closer to the desired cross-section
requirement. Some jurisdictions have attempted to cure the problem bystrategi-
cally selecting the venire in proportions to match the community from which
they are drawn, however the constitutionality of this process is questionable.'
For these reasons, a venire list that perfectly matches the communitymay never
be. attainable because of the limits imposed on jury service. However, a list that
is composed of a nm representative breakdown of the community will be far
better than the venire lists currently used in some jurisdictions.
The problems of racial bias impacting voir dire should and can be dealt with
by the courts. Courts should be wary of applying Wit to the exclusion of
W'd xxit just because a juror has "religious scruples" against the death penalty
does not mean that the juror could not consider death "in accordance with his
instructions.""s Strikes for cause should be made very cautiously, especially
when a pattern emerges, as it did in Yaits, that all minority jurors are being struck
for cause. Furthermore, the courts need to give Basn some bite. It is tragic that
154. Cases can be appealed for review in appellate courts, however this does not ensure
uniformity. At the state level there maybe statutorily mandated review, such as in Virginia where
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a minority defendant could face an all white jury that was achieved through
blatant discrimination and have no recourse because his counsel at the time did
not properlyraise the objection. Incidents such as that in Philadelphia and Texas
are unbelievable attacks on any person's notion of justice, and yet the racism in
those cases is not being reviewed because of court procedural rules. If Batsmnis
to have effect in the system, the court must demonstrate to prosecutors the risk
of ignoring its holding. Furthermore, ensuring a broad venire and enforcing
Batson must be done in conjunction because leaving either problem unamended
is an open door for these practices to continue.
No individual can so control another's thoughts so as to make someone
avoid acting in a racist manner. Thus, the problems that arise in sentencing are
much more difficult to deal with than are those in the other three areas of the
system. However, changes in the other three areas will drastically reduce the
likelihood that a minority defendant will face an entirelywhite jury. This, in turn
will curb the power of subconscious racism to playinto the sentencing decision.
The more diverse the jury, the less probable that one juror will be able to avoid
applying law to fact to return a sentence, because the other jurors will demand
an accurate result. In sum, the problems in the system are for the most part
fixable with time and effort.
IV. Caw1dsion
Closelyscrutinizing the Texas, JLARC and D.OJ. reports leads one to the
conclusion that race maynot be an obvious or blatant factor in the capital system
but instead a covert and subtle factor that has an unacceptable effect. The
majority of the reports conclude that race is not a factor in prosecutorial charg-
ing. Rather, theyfind that charging is affected by geography.""7 If these analyses
are correct, racism still may have a significant effect in the capital system byway
of the jury. The public should not, therefore, be satisfied with the harmonious
conclusions of Attorney General Ashcroft and the JLARC study.
Racial issues have been a concern in the capital system for some time and
have recentlyculminated in several states and the federal government doing self-
analyses of the possibility of prejudice in the capital system. JLARC and the
D.O.J. have both concluded that their respective systems, at least in prosecutorial
discretion, do not harbor invidious racism creating racial disparities. Perhaps,
these results are accurate and racism has been successfully eradicated from
prosecutorial discretion. However, neither the D.OJ. report or the JLARCstudy
assessed the possibility of bias in other areas of the capital scheme. The ability
of race to affect every aspect of the jury, directly and indirectly, is extremely
disconcerting. In Turer, the United States Supreme Court showed an immense
concern for the ability of racial bias to infect the capital system and thus unfairly




send some to death.' This concern, however, has not revived itself in other
critical areas such as the peremptory strikes issue discussed in Part IMC The
Court needs to deal with the racial issues across the board by strengthening the
abilities of capital defendants to get post-conviction relief on these issues.
Furthermore, trial courts need to do more to police the conduct of lawyers and
jurors. Onlya combination of these factors can possiblydeal with the problems
which are obviouslypervasive inthe system and possiblygiving some defendants
an unfair trial for their lives.
158. Turer, 476 US. at 35-36.
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